Starting a new job is an exciting and challenging time. It's important for employers to use good hiring processes, and for everyone to follow minimum rights and responsibilities.

- **Who is an employee**
- **Hiring**
- **Sample appointment letters**
- **Employment agreements**
- **Trial and probationary periods**
- **Unions & bargaining**
- **Rights and responsibilities**
- **Right to work in New Zealand**

**Hours and wages**

All about pay, hours at work, record keeping and what breaks employees are entitled to.

- **Pay and wages**
- **Rests and breaks**
- **Hours of work**
- **Keeping accurate records**

**Leave and holidays**

Employees become entitled to annual holidays, public holidays, sick leave, bereavement leave, parental leave and other types of leave as long as they meet certain conditions.

- **Minimum leave and holidays entitlements**
- **Public holidays**
- **Annual holidays**
- **Sick leave**
- **Bereavement leave**
- **Parental leave**
- **Other types of leave**
- **Calculating payments for holidays & leave**
- **Jury service**

**Workplace policies**
Workplace policies

Clear workplace policies and procedures support employment agreements and mean everyone knows how things are meant to be done. This section provides help in some key areas.

- What are workplace policies?
- Employee performance
- Health and safety at work
- Productive workplaces
- Protected disclosures
- Workplace change
- Restraint of trade
- Work equipment and clothing
- Tests and checks
- Employment for disabled people

Resolving problems

The best way to prevent and resolve relationship problems between employers and employees.

- Employer and employee must do’s
- Types of problems
- Steps to resolve
- Preventing relationship problems
- Escalating unresolved issues

Ending employment

There are several ways in which employment relationships may be ended, such as resignation, retirement, dismissal or redundancy.

- Resignation
- Abandonment of employment
- Constructive dismissal
- Retirement
- Dismissal
- Redundancy
- Giving and accepting notice
- Final pay
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Rest and meal breaks
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Paying via payroll system
How employers and payroll teams can check that their payroll system complies with minimum leave entitlements and payments in the Holidays Act 2003.

Leave and holidays

- Minimum leave and holidays entitlements
- Public holidays
- Annual holidays
- Sick leave
- Bereavement leave
- Parental leave
- Other types of leave
- Calculating payments for holidays & leave
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The Holidays Act 2003 provides specific minimum leave entitlements and payments that must be met by New Zealand employers.

All payroll systems must be able to make all the calculations in the Holidays Act 2003. A payroll system must consider these every time leave or holidays are taken, and must:

- be able to respond to how the business operates
- record all relevant time worked and pay paid
- have accurate information.

If there is complexity or any change in employee work patterns, this needs to be reflected in the system. In many cases, some employee’s working patterns and pay are unique to their colleagues.

Calculating annual holiday payments has examples on how to calculate leave payments.

For more information on checking if your system is in line with legislation and that it provides employees with at least the minimum leave entitlement and minimum pay for this leave, view the checklist for assessing your payroll system. It includes the following checklist:
Holidays Act entitlements

Check the payroll system is providing the correct entitlements to:

- annual holidays
- alternative holidays
- on-call employees
- sick and bereavement leave
- casual employees.

Formulas and definitions

Check the payroll system is using correct formulas and definitions of:

- ordinary weekly pay
- otherwise working days
- relevant payments for gross earnings
- all regular additional contractual payments
- using relevant daily pay or average daily pay
- annual gross earnings
- the greater of average weekly earnings and ordinary weekly pay.

Recording employee’s work patterns and remuneration

Check the payroll system is accurately recording each employee’s work pattern:

- record of actual hours worked each day
- record of actual days worked and/or paid
- inclusion of additional payments
- inclusion of overtime hours and payments.

Check the payroll system is calculating remuneration correctly:

- interpretation of employment agreements
- paid leave post parental leave.

Check the payroll system can carry out the necessary functions:

- appropriate formulas
- paying entitlements on termination
- closedown periods
- record of cashed up payments.

What the Labour Inspectorate looks for

The Labour Inspectorate uses the following questions as a starting point for employer audits, that are checking for Holidays Act compliance.

General
a. Were accurate and complete wages and time, and holiday and leave, records kept and used in calculations?
b. Was the correct Gross Earnings figure used?

Annual Holidays

a. Did employees receive what appropriately constituted 4 weeks holiday entitlement for each year of work?
b. Was the deduction of time from the entitlement for the holiday taken appropriately calculated based on the time taken and what appropriately constitutes a week for the employee?
c. Was Average Weekly Earnings (AWE) vs Ordinary Weekly Pay (OWP) used for the holiday pay calculation? Was the calculation correct? Was the greater rate applied?
d. Was Pay As You Go – PAYG (8%) used? Was the calculation correct?
e. Were national public holidays accounted for on termination?
f. Was the 8% accounted for on termination?

Bereavement leave, alternative holidays, public holidays and sick leave (BAPS)

a. Was Relevant Daily Pay (RDP) paid if appropriate?
b. Was Relevant Daily Pay/Average Daily Pay (ADP) used for unworked Public Holidays, Sick Leave, Bereavement Leave and Alternate Holidays? Was the calculation correct?

Tools and Resources

Assessing your payroll system - PDF 482KB

Checklist for paying employees for holidays and leave.

Leave and holidays guide - PDF 3.1MB

A guide to employees’ minimum leave and holiday entitlements.
Checklist for paying employees for holidays and leave.

**Leave and holidays guide - PDF 3.1MB**

A guide to employees’ minimum leave and holiday entitlements.
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